-----Original Message----From: Ullrich Fischer [mailto:ullrich.fischer@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, October 07, 2016 8:30 PM
To: Chuck
Subject: The Abominable Showman
http://theintellectualist.co/its-over-republican-strategist-advising-trump/
You know how Trump apologists are always making up cute nicknames for
Hillary? After this story makes it to all corners of the world, your
hero will be known as "The Abominable Showman". :)
-Ullrich
Good zinger Ullrich,
Editor's note: This contains graphic language that some may find offensive.

That is a good web site with a camera person and some off camera audio which pretty much proves
Trump is/was a rich and famous guy and that there are a LOT of floozy women (who say things like,
“...I’ll take both”) and who flock after rich and famous guys like Trump and Bill Clinton, and that Trump
can call a spade a spade, and take advantage of it like many men do, which he explains on the web site
and video.
As far as your comment that he’s my hero... I told you from the very start that CRUZ would have been
the best choice. CRUZ. Can you repeat after me? CRUZ. How many times do I have to say CRUZ before
you F-ing get it?????????
Trump is NOT (repeat NOT) my hero.
And Clinton, is as far from my hero as it gets. I'd rather YOU were the president of the USA than Hillary
f-ing rotten Clinton!!! And, personally, BECAUSE our country is already so f-ed up, thanks to you liberal
f-ing bimbo types (men and women) running the show, and who are Clinton/Obama lovers and idol
worshippers, and because Obama has done just about everything he can to screw the USA up over the
past 8 long, excruciating years, right now I am hoping, and even praying, that Trump will win just so you
liberals will have to f-ing live with it and suffer by it for at least the next 4 years to come. Personally I
hope he wins and drives you liberals so f-ing crazy that you all get on a boat and move to China or Iran
or wherever the hell you think your liberal, Socialist, Muslim ass kissing nirvana might be.

10+ Reasons I Would Never Vote for Hillary Rotten Clinton.
She is way more dangerous and incompetent than Trump ever thought of
being. Ambassador Stevens and his staff repeatedly requested (in writing) for more security and
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protection in Benghazi, Libya while he was there representing HER and HER failed plans for that
country. She saw several of these requests personally but lied that she never saw one of them; not one
of them. I’m betting some of her 30K scrubbed emails, once stored on her illegal server, etc. (another

perfect example of her dangerous incompetence), were emails she read concerning these requests (but
that’s hard to prove w/o the emails). Yet, every time she got a request she and her staff denied those
requests with the excuse that she wanted to keep America’s presence in the country on a low
profile. You know, no “boots on the ground” BS. The result is that she and her lack of leadership
decisions got the ambassador and three other MEN she and Obama were in charge of... KILLED. They
took all the risks to help our country help liberate the Libyan people (which was a joke played by her and
Obama on the American people because it was a totally un-constitutional action to begin with) and try
to restore order and she flew around in a nice secure plane and gave speeches like, “We came, we saw
and he died.” Well, she is right about that. Ambassador Stevens died and so did 3 other very brave
Americans. And there is nobody else to blame but HER and her boss, Obama, who made the f-ing
mistake of hiring her for that job to begin with.
2. But that was not all. After Clinton f-ed up she sat in a room full of advisors (all of which were her
cronies and incompetent just like her), after Obama walked off (and went to bed to screw around with
Michelle), and she watched a drone feed showing what was going on all around the compound that
evening. And what did she do? When she got calls about sending help from Tripoli or from a FAST team
in Spain, she said they should not wear uniforms because Obama and Clinton told everyone we would
not have boots on the ground. She and her cronies argued with people who were

ready to go and help.

But rather than issue marching orders to get there ASAP she worried more
about what imagery it might portray. And when it was suggested that we send air support and/or
armed personnel to help from NAS Sigonella in southern Italy or Aviano Air Base in northeastern Italy,
who were ready to go, it never happened. She didn’t even TRY. So, our CIA had to round up a few brave
MEN and equipment and try to rescue Stevens and his personnel from the firefight; and get themselves
killed and wounded in the process. Finally help arrived from Tripoli instead. Weak leadership. Typical
Clinton and Obama.
3. But that wasn’t the end of her blunders at all. No. Next thing you know she is calling Egypt and telling
them she knew this attack was just that, yet another Sep 11, 2012 terrorist attack. And she calls her
daughter, Chelsea, and tells her the same thing. And Obama knew the same thing. All the liberal media
knew the same thing too. Yet, what does she do, the great leader that she is?? She and her

cronies cook up stories and lies.

The next day the seed is planted during press briefings where
Clinton says, “Some have sought to justify this vicious behavior, along with the protest that took place at
our Embassy in Cairo yesterday, as a response to inflammatory material posted on the Internet...” Next
thing you know the media is wondering what that might mean – “...material posted on the Internet...” –
and she and Obama and Susan Rice soon manage to get in front of cameras and start the cover-up
operations about what really happened and WHY. Clinton and her lap dogs tell everyone it was a f-ing
protest because of some f-ing online YouTube video and points the finger and blames some other poor
Christian smuck she wants to set up as her fall guy (she will do anything to support Islamic behavior but
no way will she support any Christian). Typical liberals and their media propaganda. So, over the next
many days she is spreading her fabricated BS lies and she and Obama even go so far as to send their
dogs after the movie producer while she lies right to the faces of the killed hero’s parents that she is
going to make the movie producer pay for what he did. And they did. The Obama administration
covered for Clinton and convicted their fall guy for his freedom of expression; something that is
normally a right in the USA unless you have Clinton or Obama running the show. And when she gets in
front of a Congressional hearing to investigate Benghazi what does she do? Does she answer questions
directly and does she tell the truth? No, instead she says, “What difference, at this point, does it
make...” which was yet one more attempt on her part to brush her entire blunder under the rug.

4. Her husband is a rapist. Not only did he get blow jobs in the White House. But he's a f-ing ass
hole rapist. That is a fact. Period. No matter what YOU think. And she is married to that ass hole and
we are supposed to let him roam the halls of our government again??
5. Bill had a law degree just like Hillary and they were both attorneys who passed the bar exam, no less,
in Arkansas, and yet BOTH of these mother f-ers (Bill and Hillary) have gone on to

break the f-ing law; more than once.

And, BTW, just because you skate that does not mean you
did not break the law. Hillary learned early on HOW TO HELP OTHERS SKATE when she took a case to
help another rapist skate. She may not have wanted to. But, bottom line, she did it anyway because she
had/has no morals. And, from then on, she has applied similar manipulative tactics to help Bill skate as
well. Her tactic for helping Bill was to pretend to the public and media and legal authorities (along with
Bill) that she thought he did nothing wrong when you and I and everyone with half a brain knows she
probably helped him plan his defense and cover-up stories from the night he came to her, before his
blow job story broke, and begged her to help him. At least Bill was eventually sanctioned for breaking
the law and he lost his law license as a result. But, Hillary is even worse. Not only does she help people
get off but she herself has committed at least three felonies. The ONLY REASON she has not been
charged and convicted is because Obama is the president and he hired his lap dog AG Loretta Lynch
knowing that a lapdog like Lynch would bow down and suck him off and do exactly what he told her to
do... i.e. let Hillary off.
6. Hillary, Bill and even Trump are peas from the same rotten pod . Hillary stayed
with Bill because Bill had all the liberal insider corrupt connections that she needed to gain and retain
more power; such as become a worthless Senator from NY. She is a pussy that goes around advocating
equal pay for equal work for females but the way she and Bill become RICH is by sucking up to (and
giving overpaid speeches to) every special interest that Bill has connections with over time; not by
earning things on her own. She’s the same sort of “open trade and open borders” pussy that Trump
used to be and said he knew how to grab. Trump uses people to accomplish what he wants; even
pussies. Clinton uses people to get what she wants also. They are hatched from the same basic east
coast, NY type egg. The difference is Trump wants to make America great again and Clinton wants to
flush it down the toilet. And the other difference is Trump has never been found guilty of, or even been
charged with, or even investigate for any felonies or even any misdemeanors which Bill has and Hillary
should have. In other words they are LAWLESS and Trump is not. Trump may not align with all your
socially or politically correct rules and he may even use the laws to his advantage here, there and
everywhere. But, TRUMP is not totally LAWLESS, which, once upon a time, used to be politically
incorrect also. Once people saw Bill Clinton skate they voted for him for a second term and from then
on most voters lost any and all moral backbone. Bill got re-elected and so did Obama. Zero moral code
for half of the people living in the USA now days.

Hillary professes that women are strong and they are men’s equals, and yet
she is the height of hypocrisy on that front. She stayed with Bill because she is WEAK. She
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proves that many women get things by being manipulative. She was afraid to go it alone w/o Bill, which
is why she went and hung out with him, and eventually married him, and became his lapdog in Arkansas
and has stayed with him all these years. And, if you pay any attention at all, you would see that in her
past history nearly everything she has accomplished has been by using manipulative political tricks and
hanging out with manipulative, corrupt ass holes. Trump has at least admitted that, as a business

person, he has been forced to work the system and manipulate people to get things done and to build
up his businesses. People who are manipulators and politicians and even successful business operators
often get ahead simply by learning the fine art of manipulation (fact of life). She was a pussy and she
has ridden to power on Bill’s coat tails her entire adult life. And Bill knows it too. That's why, if he had
his druthers, he would do more than tell crowds that Obama Care is crazy and was poorly contrived,
thanks to people not unlike Hillary voting for it. All of her demoncrap cronies voted for it and now she
wants to fix it with yet another phony scheme. Bill probably hates the idea of playing second fiddle to
Hillary someday and he’d probably like to divorce her. Yet, if he did she would probably divorce him and
tell everyone what he really did to all the women he has f-ed and raped over the years. So, he’s
screwed. But, every now and then, he gets in front of a crowd and he innocently slips up and says
something to undermine Hillary’s efforts. He’s a slime bag and really does not want her to make it into
the White House (probably because he knows she’s a slime bag also). And who can really blame
him? She’s worthless as a leader of anything, let alone the entire country.
8. She’s a woman. You can call me a sexist for saying that. And in a perfect world it should not
matter. But, you would miss the point entirely. We don’t live in a perfect world. Thanks to Obama the
world is perfectly f-ed up right now. Our president is now going to have to deal with some real sexist
butt f-ers from North Korea, and pricks from China and Russia and, worst of all, radical Islamic terrorists
and Islamic leaders from sexists, radical, Islamic countries like Iran. These people will never give an inch
to someone like Hillary Rotten Clinton. If she is elected these other pricks will rule the world and you
can kiss the USA and the “free world” good-bye. Thanks to the Arab Spring and Obama and the yellow
NATO nations out there, you may have to kiss it good-bye already. Trump told NATO to buck up and
start pulling their own weight. Clinton they would simply ignore. The other rulers of the planet will do
whatever the hell they want and they will know that Clinton and her cronies are chicken shit and will
never do anything about it. It won’t just be a few sailors being captured and intimidated by Iran, or us
giving away captured terrorists like Obama does, or $billions in ransom money like when Obama holds
the reigns. They will go hog wild and Pandora’s Box will be wide open while the crack pots of the world
take over. And people worry that Trump might start a war or could not be trusted with the nuke codes
or something. With Trump, at least we would have a wild card to play. With Clinton, Adios,
America. And that’s exactly why she could NOT close a nuke deal with Iran and had to resign and let
John Kerry and Obama take over to screw things up even worse.
9. Hillary is Anti-US Constitution. I, on the other hand, am a Constitutionalist (just like Ted
Cruz). Clinton went to law school and then she went and met and interviewed Sal Alinski (just like
Obama has been tied to him) – thank your lucky stars he dropped dead – and both learned his Rules for
Radicals approach to life; something Clinton crafted her thesis on. You can bet she learned a lot of her
manipulative tactics at this early stage of her life. Trump has already created a list of very good
potential Supreme Court nominees that would help make sure our Constitution is upheld during future
cases brought before the Supreme Court. Clinton will never do that. She will make every attempt
possible to add more f-ing liberals to the bench at a drop of the hat. Once again; IF she is elected you
may as well flush the USA down the toilet where Clinton belongs.

Hillary has said things that are 10 times worse than
anything Trump has ever said. But, why should anyone really care? Liberals
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never care what other liberals say. So why should anyone care what Trump says? The liberal game is,
once again, mastering manipulation. IF Trump does anything to point out any of the stuff I just rattled

off the top of my head (above) the liberals will SPIN it against him because Clinton is a “tramp” and
Trump is a “bastard” and tramps get better protection than bastards do. Simple as that. Even though
females say they want to be treated equally, when it comes right down to it, men are supposed to treat
women with kid gloves. Men have to operate with one hand tied behind their backs and kiss up to
women at every turn. That’s the new and improved liberal, progressive mantra now days. So, Trump
can’t really toss out things or make comments, from here on out, that obviously work against other
men; like how he was able to operate during the primaries to pick off his weaker or less corrupt
opponents (i.e. Ted Cruz, etc.). Clinton can. But Trump can’t. Once Clinton got herself nominated,
Trump has been stumped; as would any man in his position be. The demoncrap party had to scrape the
bottom of the barrel just to find someone like her to run and it looks like it was a good move; railroad
the second rate demoncrap male puppets out and get the corrupt female card in. She and her corrupt
team are better at manipulation, and first strike crap, than Trump ever thought of being. But there is
one possible way Trump could counter attack Hillary Rotten Clinton. Had I been Trump (and he has
already taken a different road – see video) I would have held a simple press conference and said,
“Hillary’s team released an AUDIO of me saying disparaging remarks about women. The fact is it does
not matter. The fact is I am a man. Men talk trash sometimes. Women talk trash sometimes. When
you run for a political position now days there will always be negative tactics used to help defeat your
opponent because the liberal media thrives off of negative chit... So, Hillary, good going. You scored a
point. You were a so called legal professional a long, long time ago. Now the only time you are in a
court room is to defend yourself. Now you are a criminal hiding behind another female AG’s skirt. So,
go ahead. Knock yourself out. Toss as much crap on the fire as you can and stink up the entire country
in the process. But you will never prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that you are a better leader of the
free world than I will be. In the meantime, I’m going to focus on what really matters. Things that are
really important that will help to make America a better place to live and work. Oh, and one more
thing. I did this 11 years ago. I admit it. And guess what? People change. But, at least I did not get in
front of a bunch of liberal donors, recently, a month ago in fact, while running for president no less, and
call a huge group of people in America, including a lot of women, ...a basket of deplorables... who are
...racists, sexists, homophobic, Islamophobic, and you name it... while my donors laughed about it and
then think that I could apologize later and that somehow that would get me off the hook. I’m not going
to apologize to anyone because then I might be apologizing to people who vote for you, Hillary Rotten
Clinton, in the process. And it will be a cold day in hell before I do that. So, that means I will not be
apologizing to anyone. At least not today.” And then I would have walked away.
Go fish,
Chuck
P.S.

Reason #11 that I would never vote for Clinton... or any demoncrap for that matter...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EW5IdwltaAc
Clinton’s answer to addressing USA’s fiscal problems never speaks to cutting spending or addressing the
real issues. Her answer is to tax, tax, and more tax. Same old, same old. Plus harp about “Trumped up
trickledown economics”... whatever that means. Taxes have gone up and down many times in US
history. When it goes up government simply hires more people, transfers wealth to more contractors

and spends more money. When it goes down government still hires more people and still borrows even
more money and spends it. It never matters who they tax or how much. And you could tax the 1% @
100% and it would not change a thing because it would never address spending. And they never tell us
the real facts of life, such as the fact that the US government is the largest employer on the planet with
over 3 million employees... and counting. Or that most of what the US government does was never
supposed to happen per the US Constitution to begin with. Or that most of what they do is simply a
bigger and redundant version of what each and every state or private sector company does also; such as
education, pollution control, law enforcement, labor regs, medical care and planning, construction,
etc. Everything the federal government does should be handled at the state level (or privately) using
state taxes and state employees and resources. But the central planners, like Clinton, don’t see it that
way. Thus they keep driving for the cliff non-stop.
The above link is an old video. It has been around for a while now. But it shows you exactly what the
problem is, in so far as fiscal corruption goes. And it shows you why socialist central planner programs,
passed in DC years ago, are finally going to be the downfall of the country. And why I started collecting
my SS early, before the system collapses, just to make sure I get some of what they took from me back
via the SS Ponzi Scheme before it does. But it does not cover state or large city corruption and debt,
such as the state of California which has been run by demoncraps for ages now. Or Illinois or Michigan
or Detroit or NY. Or take your pick. Some states/cities balance their budgets and some run wild with
socialism just like DC.
Here are the most current OMB numbers (what Trump or Clinton will be dealing with once Obama is
long gone)...
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/budget/fy2017/assets/budget.pdf
Page 120 is where the latest numbers and projections are. Because the page is rotated it will be hard to
view. So, here is the key part and what it tells me...

First, the USA will continue to rack up debt and from 2018 on it will rack it up faster and faster over
time. Second, 2015 was the last year the debt was reigned in somewhat. Then the debt ceiling cap was
removed by congress and the borrowing has started all over again without any real way to stop it (which

is probably a good reason why the Fed still has not raised interest rates, which would soon crush the
country’s budget... so they are buying time until the next election and, hopefully, a year or two of
congressional action might start to address these issues). If the demoncraps win and take back some
seats in Congress... like I said... you may as well kiss the USA good-bye; right along with Greece, et al.
Do your homework, if you know what is good for you. And keep in mind that the road to Hades was
paved with good intentions. But you will still end up in Hades. In this case the rest of the global
economy will end up there with the USA also, once the shit hits the fan, because, like the video says, the
USA is about 25% of the global econ.

Reasons #12, #13 and Most Important #14
Ullrich ,
Post-debate #2....
First off, commentators like Wolfe, et al are obviously in bed with Clinton. Quite an orgy.

#12
Here’s a female who calls it, very simply, the way she sees it. And based on some key details, shown
here, I believe her story is 100% true. No way would she make this stuff up...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHh73fkDUIs
And another one, if you watch to the very end of this clip and pay very, very close attention. You might
even want to replay it a few times until it sinks in...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Ccrpiiy6dY
And yet one more... actually if you scroll down and down and down you will get plenty of wiki leak grub,
articles, etc. also...
http://dailycaller.com/2016/10/09/heres-who-won-the-debate-according-to-the-internet/
Etc...
http://www.drudgereport.com/
http://dailycaller.com/2016/10/09/bill-clinton-remains-stone-faced-as-donald-trump-brings-up-rapeaccusations-during-debate/
You know people like you and Clinton say you are pro-women and when they are raped they should be
able to go get an abortion, etc. Yet, someone like Hillary can stick with her rapist husband, screw up as
Sec of State, etc. and no big deal. Way to go man. Same sort of hypocrisy as all liberals.

People want answers to questions on things like how to fix/improved Obama Care. Trump said how to
improve it. Simple. Repeal it. That is a great plan and would improve things across the
board. Replacing it is up to Congress. Signing a bill that gets rid of it is all a president has to do. Signing
a bill passed by congress and that cooks up something else is all he has to do. That’s all Obama
did. Obama had no clue what to do or he wouldn’t have signed that pile of ACA crap into law that he
signed, and neither did Clinton when she took a crack at it. Trump doesn’t have to figure out how every
law should be crafted in Congress. He should tell these fool moderators and media pundits, who want
detailed answers, to call their congress person if they are confused how the US government works.

#13 and #14
During the second debate tonight it was pretty much a draw. But there were two things I heard,
from Trump, that I have been waiting to hear for months now and was very glad he finally got
questions where he had a chance to say them:
1. There’s a big difference between trash talking women or “locker room talk” (now days women
are probably allowed in men’s locker rooms way more than just professional football teams...
probably even in school if it were up to Clinton and Obama) and ignoring the law and doing
things your way. Then he nailed her with the reality that this campaign is actually a fight for
Clinton’s very freedom because IF he wins he is going to clean out the justice department that
has been protecting her and assign a special prosecutor to go after her ass. BINGO! Hit that
nail right on the head. War is war and he’s tired of fucking with her.
2. Start this debate video at 1:24:00 and pay attention very closely. Q: What’s the MOST
IMPORTANT ASPECT of selecting a Supreme Court justice? Here, Clinton goes first and steps
right into it, true to her liberal social engineering form. So, she dances all around the question
of how she would pick Supreme Court Justice nominees. God she was lame on that question
which was so easy to answer. Yet she gives all sorts of BS social/psychobabble as criteria for
who she might pick, “One of the MOST IMPORTANT issues in this election...” [true] then she
infers not someone like Elene Kagen [true] then “... I want to see the court reverse citizens
united and get dark money out... of politics...” then ... Trump’s picks would reverse things [only
if they ever got back to the court again somehow]... and her desire to “change the balance” on
the court... in other words, manipulate law from the bench. Then she wines that Congress
blocked Obama’s recent nomination... after he fucked up and cooked up two total losers already
on the SC [Sotomayor and Kagen]. Then at 1:26:40 Trump puts one right into the fucking bulls
eye by talking about Scalia to set the stage and then, “I am looking to appoint judges very much
in the mold of justice Scalia... people who will respect the Constitution of the United
States...” that was 100% the correct answer. That is the ONLY reason anyone is a Supreme
Court Judge. There is no other reason. Clinton did not give a rat shit about judges who enforce
the Constitution or even know what it is (like Obama she would violate her oath of office to
uphold the Constitution any day of the week). It didn’t even cross her peanut brain.
He won those two questions/battles hands down, she lost. Not bad for some moron with a
hammer.

